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Proceedings of the 

SYMPOSIUM ON RECENT ADVANCES 
IN GEOTECHNICAL CENTRIFUGE MODELING 

A symposium on Recent Advances in Geotechnical Centrifuge Modeling was 

held on July 18-20, 1984 at the University of California at Davis. The symposium 

was sponsored by the National Science Foundation•s Geotechnical Engineering 

Program and the Center for Geotechnical Modeling at the University of California 

at Davis. 

The symposium offered an opportunity for a meeting of the International 

Committee on Centrifuges of the International Society for Soil Mechanics and 

Foundation Engineering. The U.S. participants also met to discuss the 

advancement of the centrifuge modeling technique in the U.S. A request is 

being transmitted to the American Society of Civil Engineers to establish a 

subcommittee on centrifuges within the Geotechnical Engineering Division. 
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EXP8RP1E:\JTS IJ~OLIJI~G LI')LJIFAILIJRE 
Alm T:-iE rnFLUE:NC8 OF BOlNDA.qrns 

by 

Robert V. Whitman 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts USA 

Abstract 

The first part of the presentation summarizes results from tests in which 
saturated fine sand was tested on the centrifLJ<?e at the University of 
Cambridge , using 1ximarily bumpy road excitation. Tests with sand alone 
studied the generation and dissi~ation of excess pore rressures: the rate of 
generation and the time required for dis~ipation agreed with theoretical 
predictions, but improveme nts t o theory were necessary in order t o prer'lict the 
details of the dissi9ation process. Tests with a simulated str.11cture on t he 
surface gave several interesting results which are still un~er investi~ation: 
reduced average pore pressures beneath structure during shaking: fl uc t uat i on 
of pore pressure at the forcing frequPncy, a..1ing t o fluctuation of t otril 
stress: horizontal migration of pore pressure follo..Ting shakinn and large 
settlement s during sha1<ing but more after.wan]s . 

The second part examined evi~ence concerning thP. influences of the 
boundaries of the container for the sand. Several questions arise concerning 
the use of stacked ring c ontainment. Static arching effects were observed, 
but may have resulted more from local arching over stress gages than fron 
global arching within t he cont~inPr. The column of sand bent rather than 
deforming only in pure shear, but shenr defot"Mations predominated. The rings 
and the soil moved more-or-less together, although differences precluded using 
measured motions of ring t o give accurate values for strains within the soil. 
It is concluded that use of stacked rings was quite satisfactory for 
preliminary experiments ann for study of the g1=meration and d issipation of 
excess pore pressure, but that a height/diameter ratio less than 1/2 should be 
used. Experiments using a rigid box for confinement revealed strong 
influences of t he end wall, especially by restraining the large strains that 
tend t o develop once a oi = 0 condition is reached. 
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